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On this website, you can find the complete menu of Indigo Tea Lounge from Anchorage. Currently, there are 18
menus and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can

also contact them through their website. What User likes about Indigo Tea Lounge:
indigo tee has many tea options, dine and comfortable seating with tables. if they can plan ahead, their high tea

is also excellent! they also have a small loading area for knick-knacks and teenonesses. the staff are friendly and
always were right with my orders. I highly recommend this place to go for a quick tee or sit somewhere and relax

for a dae. read more. The restaurant and its premises are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a
wheelchair or physical disabilities, and there is complimentary WiFi. What User doesn't like about Indigo Tea

Lounge:
I had high hopes on her afternoon teaservice and was disappointed by our experience we had reservations for

12:30 and at 1:15 clock we had nothing to get, no tea, no food. if we were just getting in, I would understand that
waiting, but not for a reservation. they were not busy either. there might have been two other small parties. we
went next to saverios for a great pizza and service. read more. Indigo Tea Lounge from Anchorage is a snug
café, where you can enjoy a snack or cake with a steaming coffee or a hot chocolate, You shouldn't miss the

opportunity to try the flavorful pizza, baked fresh in an original manner. It should not be forgotten that there is a
extensive selection of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant, For a snack in between, the fine sandwiches,

small salads, and other snacks are suitable.
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Veggi�
VEGGIE SANDWICH

Eiste�
BLACK TEA

Popular Item�
PU-ERH TEA

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Drink�
DRINKS

Sil� Roa� Tea�
BLENDS

Lo��-Leaf Tea�
WHITE TEA

Te� Ho� or Col�
OOLONG TEA

Restauran� Categor�
MEDITERRANEAN

Ingredient� Use�
PESTO

Ho� drink�
TEA

HERBAL TEA

Te�
GREEN TEA

ROOIBOS TEA

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

SANDWICH

PANINI

TURKEY

SOUP
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Opening Hours:
Monday 10:00 -18:00
Tuesday 10:00 -18:00
Wednesday 10:00 -18:00
Thursday 10:00 -18:00
Friday 10:00 -19:00
Saturday 10:00 -19:00
Sunday 11:00 -18:00
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